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Hinge the rudder to the vertical stabilizer.

Hinge the elevons to the main deck.

Glue the main deck doubler in place covering the front

spar.

Glue the motor stick mount in place.

Wrap the plastic skids around the side pieces so that

they are even and mark the location of the ends. Apply

glue to the edge of the foam and to the rough side of

the skid. When the glue is tacky, press the skids in

place.

Glue the side pieces to the sides of the main deck.
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Cut four pieces of carbon rod 7” long. Insert and glue

them in place to brace the side pieces to the main deck.

Insert the vertical stabilizer into the slot in the back of

the fuselage and glue in place.

Install the servos in their pockets. 

Position and glue the control horns in place. Line them

up with the ends of the servo arms and so the holes in

the control horn are above the hinge line.

With all the surfaces set to zero, measure the distance

between servo arm holes and control horn holes.  Cut a

piece of 1.5mm carbon rod for each push rod to the

measured lengths. Cut a 1.5” long piece of 1/32” wire

and make a z-bend on one end. Slide a 1” length of

heat shrink over each end of the carbon rod and then

slide in a z-bend wire. Shrink the heat shrink tubing

with a heat gun or flame. The z-bend wire is not glued

in position yet and can be moved for final adjustments.

Remove the servo arm and assemble the pushrods to

the servo arm and control horns. With the servo

centered reattach the servo horn. Make any final

adjustments to the z-bend location. Use regular (not

foam safe) thin CA to secure the z-bends to the push

rods by placing a drop at each end of the heat shrink

tubing. If you get some CA on the servo or control horn

this is ok and moving the controls will allow the z-

bend to break loose.

Note: This push rod setup will act to save your servos.

In the event of an impact the glue holding the z-bend to

the push rod will likely give before the servo gears. If

the z-bends start to slide in the heat shrink a drop of

CA will secure them again.

Mount the motor to the stick mount.
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Velcro the speed control and receiver to the bottom of

the main deck.

The last step is to attach the battery to the top of the

main deck with velcro. Locate the battery as far

forward as possible. If using a battery larger than a 500

3s then you may need to move it back slightly.

Center of Gravity: 

3” aft of the leading edge behind the motor.

Flight set-up:

The Flip Flop was designed to fly and look the same

right side up or up side down. With a little practice you

can keep track of the orientation while flying. The

learning process can be made easier by adding some

markings to the top of the plane for orientation. 

Use your computer radio to set the final sub-trims,

exponential and dual rates. Double check the control

directions before your first flight.  With proper CG,

the plane should fly nearly the same upright or

upside-down.  Good pilots experiment with various

battery locations until the CG feels just right.  

For indoor flying, we use 2 or 3 cell lipo packs rated at

20C.  Batteries of 300 to 500 mah are perfect for

giving good flight times and plenty of power. The final

airplane weight should be between 6.0 and 8.0 oz. 

The controls can be set up with throws up to 60 degrees

on all surfaces. Low rates would be 30 degrees.

We hope you enjoy your airplane.

Thank You,

Mike & Niki Bailey

Fancy Foam Models
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